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Key Areas of Focus

 
How can you make your CV

standout to potential employers 

CV

 
LinkedIn has become the go to tool

for employers and agencies in
identifying talent 

LinkedIn Profile

 
Following lockdown video

interviews and meeting have
continued as the time saving

benefits have improved the speed
of hiring 

Video Interviews 



Market Insights 

Candidate driven 

Over the past 18 months we have seen
on average salary increase of 10%-15%
due to a shortage of available HSEQ
talent on the market
Job boards have seen an increase of
around 58% on jobs being advertised
traditionally at this time of year
At the same time there has been a
decrease of 64% in the number of
application for position.
Major projects that were put on hold
your COVID are now starting and
ramping up team numbers





What are potential

employers looking for

on a CV?

Profile
Experience (Where, When & Title)
Achievements (Impact/Results)
Qualifications (Current, working
towards)
Aspirations 
Professional look & feel
Easy to read





78%
 

People who found their
new postion through

LinkedIn

LinkedIn 

Becoming the go to tool for talent!

91%
 

Employers & Agencies
who use LinkedIn as one
of their primary tool to

identify new talent 

57%
 

LiknedIn traffic comes
through mobile app with
an average of 11 minutes
per day spent on the app

by all users  



How can I stand out on LinkedIn?

Post relevant content
 Post up to date news and share your knowledge
Write your own articles 

Profile
Is it up to date and detailed?
Open to work? 

Network/Connections
 1st, 2nd & 3rd line connections?

Engaging with your network
 Comment and engage with discussions 

Recommendations 
Show your appreciation of others and ask others
to leave recommendation on your profile





Prepare Concentration 

Environment Eye Contact 

Test Body Language

Dress Code Questions 

Notes  Follow Up 

Video

Interviewing

Tips

Video Interviews were adopted by
many companies during
lockdown. Following successes,
convenience and time saved.

Video interviewing and meetings
are here to stay!



Thank you!
Questions? 

phillip.muston@shirleyparsons.com 
01296 611310 


